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Weldon Celloplast Secures First Order in India for
ROTOCONTROL
The Converter ordered a ROTOCONTROL RSC slitter rewinder inspection machine

Ahrensburg, Germany (December 9, 2010) – Ralph Beier, ROTOCONTROL International Sales
Manager, today announced the receipt of the first order in India for a RSC slitter rewinder
inspection machine. The order was led by Weldon Celloplast, the recently appointed
ROTOCONTROL Agent in India.
“This order was achieved through a combination of superior technology offering, a previous positive
client relationship, and the availability of local Agent support” states Ralph Beier. “It shows that
customers want a complete package including reliable support as well as technology”.
Features of the RSC slitter rewinder inspection machine that were key in the Converter’s
purchasing decision were automatic tension control, missing label system and S-Drive servo driven
operation.
Representatives from ROTOCONTROL are on-site at Labelexpo India in the Weldon Celloplast
Stand B50 until December 11th.

In photo from left to right: Harveer Sahni (Weldon), Manohar Dhugga (ROTOCONTROL), Ralph Beier
(ROTOCONTROL), PawanDeep Sahni (Weldon)
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About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading edge inspection, slitting, rewinding and die
cutting finishing machines for the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature rich, sophisticated models with multiple options.
All utilize S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials. Headquartered in Ahrensburg (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the
highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility.
ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
To be updated on future ROTOCONTROL Company and Product announcements, visit the
company website at http://www.rotocontrol.com and subscribe to the Mailing List.
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